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THE TOP 10 OUTDOOR DINING CHAIRS
Take it outside! Designers Arlene Angard and Samuel Amoia evaluate these 
alfresco essentials that will make any open-air meal memorable 

THE EXPERTS

SAMUEL AMOIA
Since starting his New York 

firm in 2013, Amoia has 

become known for his  

pared-down residential and  

commercial interiors that 

highlight plaster, stone, and 

concrete. samuelamoia.com 

ARLENE ANGARD
The Venezuelan-born 

designer mixes lively colors, 

exotic woods, and modern 

and antique furnishings in her 

interiors. Her Manhattan gal-

lery showcases contemporary 

art and her line of furniture.  

arleneangard.com

Whether the view is of a park or a parking lot, 
enjoying a meal in the fresh air is one of life’s pri-
mal pleasures. “Even if you have just a small bal-
cony,” says designer Arlene Angard, “adding a table 
and chairs turns it into your little oasis.”

Unlike a decade ago, when most outdoor seat-
ing was curlicued wrought iron or slatted teak, 
designers now offer chairs to suit virtually every 
style, from Louis XV to midcentury Scandinavian, 
and recent innovations in weatherproof materials 

have been game-changing. “Outdoor slipcovers 
and cushions used to feel heavy and stiff, but no 
longer,” says designer Samuel Amoia. 

Many outdoor chairs are stackable, making for 
efficient off-season storage. Weight is another 
consideration. “A chair needs to be heavy enough 
that it doesn’t fly away,” says Angard. Beyond that, 
there aren’t too many rules. “Your outdoor furni-
ture doesn’t have to match what you have indoors,” 
says Angard. “Consider it your place to play.”
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2 / MADELEINE BISTRO 
ARMCHAIR BY SIKA DESIGN
AA: If you are looking for 
French style, this is perfection. 
The proportions are ideal, and 
the rattan will age beautifully.  
I imagine a set of these around 
a big oval table of rustic wood. 
Plus it comes in six colors. 
SA: A well-executed Parisian 
bistro–style chair. The rattan 
frame is light yet feels sturdy.  
I like the way they’ve wrapped 
the joints at the legs. This 
would also be great in a 
kitchen or breakfast room. 
23.5• w. x 24.5• d. x 32• h., $335. 
sika-design.com

3 / HADLEY CHAIR BY  
MADE GOODS
SA: The perforated metal gives 
a fresh twist to the klismos 
style. You can see the care that 
went into the design of the 
legs, the way the front pair is 
turned out and the back pair is 
closer together. I love this one.
AA: The chair is slender and  
has a real presence, but I think 
the cushion takes away from 
the sculptural form. I can  
see it in a group, but it would 
also stand out on its own. 
18• w. x 19• d. x 34• h., $1,100. 
madegoods.com

1 / SCULPTURA CHAIR BY WOODARD
SA: This is a midcentury classic that feels timeless. It’s also versatile—it can  
mix with almost any style of furniture. Because the seat is wide, you’d want to  
put these at the ends of a rectangular table or around a circular one.
AA: I love this tangerine shade, but it comes in a range of colors, like a box of  
macarons—a great way to create a “wow” factor. It’s comfortable, colorful, and chic.  
30• w. x 27.5• d. x 33.5• h., $849. woodard-furniture.com

4 / BITTA DINING CHAIR  
BY RODOLFO DORDONI 
FOR KETTAL
AA: The unusual back and  
sides remind me of the ribbons 
on a ballet slipper. I’d place 
these around a circular acrylic 
table so you could see all the 
details. You could just as easily 
use this chair indoors as out.
SA: The rope straps create a 
repetitious energy and  
contrast well with the solid 
seat and back cushion. The 
neutral color and matte alumi-
num legs are a nice touch. 
24• w. x 24• d. x 32• h., $1,641. 
karkula.com

5 / MINI PAPILIO OUTDOOR 
CHAIR BY B&B ITALIA
SA: What a great silhouette! 
There’s a terrific balance 
between the chair’s solidity of 
form and its curvaceous lines, 
making it both masculine and 
feminine. The weatherproof 
material is light yet durable.
AA: The contours of the chair 
remind me of an infinity pool. 
The effect is extremely modern 
and elegant. Because this chair 
has petite proportions, a pair 
would be fantastic on a small 
balcony. Modern yet airy.
21.5• w. x 22.5• d. x 29.5• h., 
$1,457. bebitalia.com
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7 / LXV OUTDOOR 
ARMCHAIR BY THIERRY 
MASSANT FOR ASTELLO
AA: Truly refined. It’s very 
French and feminine, with 
wonderful curves and propor-
tions. It’s an investment piece, 
but the way it has been put 
together shows that the crafts-
manship is above and beyond. 
Because the frame is so ornate, 
I’d switch out the cushion to 
something more dramatic.
SA: Yes. I would upholster it in  
a bold black-and-white stripe. 
24• w. x 26• d. x 36• h., $2,135. 
cotefrance.com

8 / SUNDIAL SIDE CHAIR  
BY SERENA & LILY
SA: This just might be my favor-
ite. It’s young and fresh, but at 
the same time, it has sophisti-
cation. And the slipcover is 
well constructed, without any 
odd overlapping stripes. It 
would look great with a 
wooden pedestal table.
AA: Playful and preppy. With  
its washable slipcover, it’s per-
fect for a beach house. The 
angle of the seat makes it ergo-
nomic and very comfortable.  
22• w. x 25• d. x 33• h., $950. 
serenaandlily.com

6 / TAGLIATELLE OUTDOOR CHAIR BY JASPER MORRISON
AA: A minimalist chair, properly done. Masculine but playful.
SA: The luxuriously textured elastic webbing is such a nice contrast to the chair’s 
clean steel frame. And I love this shade of green, which is earthy but still fresh.
AA: It’s also one of the lightest chairs here, which is important if you want a seat 
you can easily move from space to space. It’s stackable, too! 
20.5• w. x 23• d. x 29• h., $652. suiteny.com

9 / ACAPULCO DINING SIDE 
CHAIR BY HARMONIA LIVING
AA: This is a happy chair that 
instantly lifts your mood. The 
organic shape has a lot of 
panache. And best of all,  
it’s so inexpensive, you don’t 
have to worry about it.
SA: These are versatile chairs 
that will work on any patio or 
pool deck. They’re stackable, 
and comfortable, too. The 
design of the feet could have 
been more thoughtful, but at 
this price, you really can’t argue.
27.5• w. x 24.5• d. x 30.5• h., 
$299 for set of two.  
allmodern.com

10 / DANSK STACKING 
ARMCHAIR BY GLOSTER
SA: I love the pairing of the pale 
teak frame with the bold 
woven seat cording. And I like 
how the wood doesn’t look 
like it’s been treated for the 
outdoors. You could use this 
indoors and nobody would 
know it was weatherproof.
AA: The Scandinavian modern 
look of this armchair is sub-
lime. It’s sleek and handsome. 
Because the chair has a low 
profile, it will also make any 
patio or porch feel bigger.
25• w. x 22• d. x 28.5• h., $1,315. 
gloster.com


